themes" as "the saving grace of mutability" as well as the "awful truth of mutability" (83). Streetcar's "final message, its almost apocalyptic warning" (85) is that the forces of brutality and uncaring sexuality threaten to destroy the sacramental power of art and beauty. Because of his androgyny, Williams could create Blanche DuBois, "probably the most memorable and widely known of all American dramatic characters [who] ... continues to face virtually no challenge to holding the title as our Oedipus and our Hamlet" (6). Adler's second section, "A Reading," which deals with structure, style, character, and theme, is superlative. The "chief structural device" that glues Streetcar's eleven scenes together is the "pattern of bonds between people maimed and broken" (23) Of the four chapters on the major characters, the longest is devoted to Blanche. An actress playing many roles in her own drama, Adler's Blanche is both director and stage manager, decorating the set with appropriate props of the heart. Elaborating his theatrical view of Blanche, Adler observes that when she is "positioned on the other side of the curtain [in the Kowalski apartment], Blanche becomes audience/voyeur.. ." (37). Blanche's histrionics, however, are well-defined symptoms of clinical hysteria, and Adler interprets Blanche's flamboyant yet dependent behavior in light of studies of hysteria by the psychiatrist Paul Chodoff. Unlike Hannah Jelkes, Blanche could not accept anything that was disgusting, even if it was human. Ultimately, however, Adler finds Blanche an ambiguous character who is unable to reconcile the oppositions in her being ("tigress and seductress"/fragile artist), and he states that Williams "leaves open the question" (49) of her tragic nature. Such a conclusion seems too tentative, given the overwhelming orchestration of triumphant suffering at the end of the play.
Unlike Blanche, Stanley "chooses the ideology of power in preference to the way of love" (53), expressed in his "rituals of machoism" (poker, eating, drinking 
